
LIVING THROUGH THE GRACE OF THE INCARNATION 
WHO IS MY NEIGHBOUR? 



OPENING THOUGHTS ON THE INCARNATION 

▪ The incarnation of Jesus is central to what we believe as Christians. We know that when we speak of Jesus 
as the incarnated son of God we are speaking of our belief that God purposely sent his son into the world 
to show us the Way to the Father. We understand that it is both a mystery and a promise. It is a mystery 
because we do not understand the whys and wherefores, we only understand that we were in need and 
God, knowing our nature, chose a specific way to bring us closer. It is a promise because, if we are true to 
God’s call and follow the Son, we are given the gift of everlasting life with the Father. 

▪ John’s Gospel:  “In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. He 
was in the beginning with God. All things came into being through him, and without him not one thing came 
into being. What has come into being in him was life, and the life was the light of all people. The light shines 
in the darkness, and the darkness did not overcome it.” 

▪ Paul in Philippians: Let the same mind be in you that was in Christ Jesus,  
who, though he was in the form of God, did not regard equality with God 
   as something to be exploited, but emptied himself, 
   taking the form of a slave, being born in human likeness. 
And being found in human form,  he humbled himself 
   and became obedient to the point of death— 
   even death on a cross.  

 



▪ These passages guide us in our understanding. As Jesus was obedient to God, so we 
are obedient to Jesus. His call to servanthood becomes our call to servanthood. His 
gathering God’s people into community becomes our drawing people into that 
community. The radical hospitality shown by Jesus becomes our own open handed 
response to a world that is seeking to be fed physically and spiritually. 

▪ When we live this way we live into the Grace that God provides for those who 
follow in the footsteps of the Son. As Jesus sought to conform himself to the Call of 
God so we emulate and follow him so that we also may come to know the Father. 

▪ In the next few hours we will look at this call through Three lenses. First, we seek to 
hear the voices of those who live on the Edge or margins of society. Second, we 
examine the challenge of listening for the voices of those nearby. And thirdly we 
seek to hear the voices from the heart so that we might help others to come to 
know Jesus. 

 



INTRODUCTION EXERCISE  1 
                  ELEMENTS OF OUR INDIVIDUAL AND COLLECTIVE SEEKING AS 

WE UNDERSTAND  
THEM IN THIS MOMENT. 

 

▪ The lordless Lord 

▪ The person of Jesus. Incarnation. Who is he? Titles: Jesus, Yeshua ben Joseph, Son of 
Man, Son of God, the Messiah, the Christ, Master, Rabbi, Teacher, Prophet, Lord and 
Friend. How do we meet him? What is the basis of our relationship to him? How is that 
relationship fed and nurtured? At this moment, how do we understand the incarnation? 

 



INTRODUCTION EXERCISE 2  
                   

 

 

▪ The vocationless  Vocation 

▪ The Call: To whom? Why is the Call made? What are the 
qualifications and expectations? How does the Call come? 
How do we know we have been called? 

▪ Do we have a choice to answer the Call or not? At this 
moment, what does it mean to experience the Call? 
 



INTRODUCTION EXERCISE 3 

 

▪ The churchless Church 

▪ What is the Church? What is a church? Why do Christians meet? Where do 
Christians meet? What do Christians do when they meet? Where is the locus of 
the Church? At this moment, where should Christians be situated/located when 
the meet? 

 



INTRODUCTION EXERCISE 4 

▪ The missionless Mission 

▪ Is it the church’s mission or God’s mission? Who perceives 
what the mission is and how it should be carried out? What 
is the mission; and can it be described in a universal sense? 
Is the mission of God: a strategy? A challenge to the 
church? or humanity? A test of faithfulness? A list of 
expectations for Christians to follow? Or is it a way of being 
and seeing the world? At this moment what do we 
understand as our mission: individually and collectively? 
 



LIVING THROUGH THE GRACE OF THE INCARNATION 

▪ Words of Archbishop Rowan Williams 

▪ “We believe in a God who speaks and calls; the God of the Bible is one 
who is always seeking to communicate more fully and effectively with 
human creatures, so we have to train ourselves to be quiet enough to 
hear that communication”. 

▪ “God speaks through human lives, not only human words: it is the 
privilege and power of God to make lives communicate as much as 
words do. So God speaks in the narrative of those whose lives he has 
touched and transfigured. This is a natural consequence of believing 
that the ultimate word of God is a human being who embodies God’s 
communication in his acts and sufferings, Jesus of Nazareth. His life 
and death and resurrection create a set of relationships in which 
learning happens—by words and acts and interactions, not words 
alone.”  



“CHRISTIANS WILL BE FOUND IN THE NEIGHBOURHOOD OF 
JESUS – BUT JESUS IS FOUND IN THE NEIGHBOURHOOD OF 
HUMAN CONFUSION AND SUFFERING, DEFENCELESSLY 
ALONGSIDE THOSE IN NEED. IF BEING BAPTIZED IS BEING LED TO 
WHERE JESUS IS, THEN BEING BAPTIZED IS BEING LED TOWARDS 
THE CHAOS AND THE NEEDINESS OF A HUMANITY THAT HAS 
FORGOTTEN ITS OWN DESTINY.” ROWAN WILLIAMS 



ADDRESS ONE 

VOICES FROM THE EDGE 



OPENING PRAYER PART ONE 

▪ O God, we find it remarkable and moving how you listened 
for the voices of those who were in pain, confused and in 
need. You sent your Son Jesus to bind up the wounds, to 
touch the hearts and to give comfort to those who have 
none. Help us to break through our timidity and self-
centredness and use this great gift of listening so that we 
too can both hear and respond in love. Through our Lord 
and Friend Jesus. AMEN 



ADDRESS ONE 
HEARING THE VOICES FROM THE EDGE 

▪ What about the community around St John’s church? is that 
truly what you see? When you walk past the restaurants in 
the area, which ones do you go to? which ones do you 
know not  to go to? Do you see the street people who 
surround you? Do you notice when they look through the 
garbage cans or when they disappear into an alley for a few 
minutes? Do you see where they bed down at night? when 
they seek to engage you by asking for money, do you run 
away? do you get angry? 



▪ Voices Calling from the Edge. Our lives are filled with voices. 
We live our life hearing voices Some we know well and 
trust. Many voices we tune out. As we age we grow 
selective about who we hear. Sometimes we get to the 
point where we hardly hear any voices, we begin to live in 
our own world. 

▪ And so, it is that many in our community never have their 
voices heard: the disabled, the poor, the hungry, the 
homeless, the unemployed, the sick, the forgotten, the 
unloved and there are many more. 



▪ There is a difference between, listening and hearing. A person who 
listens generally hears. That is because they have built up a 
predisposition that assumes that listening is an important 
precondition to hearing. When we listen, we are putting ourselves 
into a receptive state. We are actively wanting and trying to hear, to 
understand, to know something which may be valuable in knowing.  

▪ Hearing is something which demands far less effort. When we hear 
our children in an argument over something foolish or unimportant, 
when a truck down the street honks in a prolonged manner, when a 
teacher decides to upbraid a daydreaming student or when our 
spouse is irked by our lack of response to the request to take out the 
garbage; we are showing how the capacity to hear is generally 
unfocused and often can lead to little or no action or engagement 

 



▪ Listening is the thing. Why should we listen? Why should we listen to 
the voices of those who call out to us from the margins.  No question, 
many of those voices are crying out in need. It is also true that we 
cannot help every person, family or group we hear. 

▪ “I pay high taxes so people are helped.” “There are many who have a 
lot more money and resources than I; let them pay.”  “They are poor 
because they don’t try to help themselves.”   

▪ The political, economic and social reality is a web of political 
structures, social relationships and economic engagements; none of 
which are initiated, managed or controlled by the human persons 
whose voices are raised. They are completely at the mercy of 
governmental policy, economic forces, and social structures. 

 



▪ Why Listen? Because Jesus did and he calls on us to listen. 
Matthew, the woman taken in adultery, Nicodemus, 
Zaccheus, the paralytic, the blind man and the woman 
haemorrhaging. Jesus called for us to do and be more. He 
called for us to be labourers with him in the great challenge 
of bringing in the reign of God. What that meant to Jesus 
was being in real relationships with those on the margins of 
society. He was not putting forth an option for discussion. 
He was laying out a vision that was central to his 
understanding of the Kingdom. 



JESUS’ UNDERSTANDING OF THE REIGN OF GOD 
▪ Magnificat- most astounding assertions about what is happening in the calling of Jesus the Messiah. The 

status quo will be gone. The way we have understood the structures of power is to be turned upside down. In 
the Reign of God the lowly, the hungry and the poor are to be exalted over the rich and powerful.  

▪ Return to Nazareth. Not in other Synoptics.  Focus on fulfilling the prophesy of Isaiah. But goes further; 
mission is primarily to be seen as he lives out the role of a servant. And according to the writer of Luke this 
Messianic mission of servanthood is to be preached to all the world for it has application to both Jew and 
Gentile. 

▪ Jesus ministry- service to the poor, the needy and the dispossessed. He is cast into the mold of the Suffering 
Servant. The proclamation of the “Good News is not to be given to the rich or the powerful but to those who 
are down trodden and oppressed. This linkage between Jesus and the Suffering Servant is so important to 
Luke that we see nearly thirty references to passages in Second Isaiah. 

▪ The disciples were to emulate Jesus -heal the sick, preach the Gospel, cast out demons announce Reign of 
God. 

▪ Universal reversal is seen in the Lukan Sermon on the Mount. Where Matthew spiritualizes the beatitudes, 
and implies that in God’s good time balance will be restored to the earth. Luke straightly and frankly implies a 
judgment on those who live privileged lives in the present, and hints at dire consequences for those who are 
not kingdom focused. 

 



▪ "The Son glorifies the Father by showing what the world is to be 
under the Father's deity. And so the Son at once announces the mercy 
and compassion of the Father and confronts the material conditions 
that immobilize human beings, that blind them, and that deaden 
human potential. The healing miracles dramatically illustrate Jesus' 
intention in this regard…”John Simons 

▪ Taken all together, I believe that the writer of the Gospel of Luke has 
depicted the 'kingdom of God' as a metaphor for God's liberating and 
justice-making activity, i.e., for the most radical conceivable 
transformation of the conditions of human existence from oppression 
and alienation to freedom and community.  

 



A MISSING ELEMENT 
▪ As Christians, what we’re about is community. We are not just seeking a relationship with Jesus which is 

solitary and private but rather we seek him as we encounter the other. This is an essential understanding. 
Many communities try their best to maintain a focus on social justice and seek to find ways to be 
supportive.. But there is a significant difference between helping the poor and being with the poor in 
community. 

▪ As the Rev’d Nicholas Holtam Vicar of St Martin’s in the Field, Trafalgar Square has noted: “…(we) get 
muddled about whether we are for the poor, with the poor or of the poor. But one of the things that 
persistently undermines our pretentions and opens us to God is the possibility that we will meet Christ in 
the poor.” I would agree with his assessment and say that in fact authentic Christian community actively 
seeks ways to make space for Everyone. This will not happen, of course, unless we intentionally choose to 
open our community and consistently do the hard work of changing our perceptions, stereotypes and 
attitudes. 

▪ Often church communities exhibit a sameness among those who worship and do mission together. There is 
of course nothing wrong with that. The point is, without the presence of the poor, the mentally ill, the 
ignored and disabled, we cannot receive the fullness of grace that is the greatest gift that can be bestowed 
by God. And it is bestowed when we live the Gospel as God has called us to, that is as a  fully diverse, 
unified, engaged and inspired group of believers. Then the Spirit is dynamically and tangibly present. 

 

 



JEAN VANIER ON COMMUNITY 

▪ “Sometimes it is easier to hear the cries of poor people who are far 
away than it is to hear the cries of our brothers and sisters in our own 
community. There is nothing very splendid in responding to the cry of 
the person who is with us day after day and who gets on our nerves. 
Perhaps too we can only respond to the cries of others when we have 
recognized and accepted the cry of our own pain.” 

 

▪ “This evolution towards a real responsibility for others is sometimes 
blocked by fear. It is easier to stay on the level of a pleasant way of life 
in which we keep our freedom and our distance. But that means that 
we stop growing and shut ourselves up in our own small concerns and 
pleasures.” 

 

 



QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION #1 

▪ 1. In the last thirty years we have begun embracing the theology of baptismal ministry and the church 
as the “whole people of God.” How do you define “the whole people of God?” Does that include the 
persons who live on the Edge? 

▪ 2. In this Christian community, how intentional are we in ensuring that we are sensitive in building a 
community which includes all people? 

▪ 3. If we analyze where we are, how do we address the comment of Nicholas Holtam, who said, “…(we) 
get muddled about whether we are for the poor, with the poor or of the poor. But one of the things that 
persistently undermines our pretentions and opens us to God is the possibility that we will meet Christ in 
the poor.” Looking at each of those three responses which one or ones characterize St John’s? 

▪ 4. Do you see a way of addressing this part of God’s mission in the future of St John’s church? What do 
you think might be proposed or done? 

 

 



ADDRESS TWO 

VOICES FROM NEARBY 



OPENING PRAYER PART TWO 

▪ O God, life in the city is all too often fast and loud and confusing. We 
are so busy with our own cares, work, and relationships that in our 
tiredness, we are reluctant to truly listen to the voices around us. This 
is no way to live. Your Son came and told us, ‘I come that you may 
have abundant life.’ I want what Jesus offered in your name. Help me 
to use my resources of time, money and energy more wisely. And 
open my eyes and ears to the community nearby that needs my active 
engagement. AMEN 



ADDRESS TWO: VOICES CALLING FROM NEARBY 
▪ A hundred years ago any description of Canada would have included the word rural. 

Society began to change in the late 19th century, but in the First World War period 
three sociological phenomena appeared that significantly altered Canadian society: 
social mobility, urbanization and industrialization. 

▪ I draw attention to this historical-sociological reality is to help situate us where we 
presently are. Examine photos of the community around Elgin and Somerset a 
hundred years ago, and you would see much the same kind of buildings that are 
here now. The church surrounded by stores, offices, banks and other community 
institutions. Perhaps the only significant difference would be the presence of many 
more family homes on the surrounding streets. 

▪ Parish life was a local reality. People did not travel great distances to go to church. 
They attended the church that was closest to them. The whole concept of "the 
parish" was inherited from the English village tradition and became the norm for all 
churches of the Anglican tradition. The church then was necessarily tied to the local 
population. - With the social expectations of that era, people generally felt they had 
to both belong and attend a church. The church was full and its members were 
actively engaged in the life of the resident community of which they were a part. 

 



▪ But that was then, and this is now, as the saying goes. The church building is still here. And there is an 
active committed group of Christians who worship in this place and call it their spiritual home. The 
local community has changed over the years, as communities are wont to do. In fact, the priorities and 
communal life of this church community today has most assuredly changed and is different than it was 
fifty years ago or even twenty-five years ago. 

▪ But the community outside these walls has changed even more over the years, despite the fact that 
there are still business people, restaurant workers, civil servants, students and the young and old;  But 
there are many more people who don’t necessarily fit easily into a category. There are sole support 
mothers, unemployed workers, unemployable persons, mentally ill persons and the transient 
homeless people.. The structures of society have changed; as has the socio-economic and socio-
political reality. Today, the local community is in constant flux and there is an even greater need for 
the church to play a role. 

▪ The constant flux produces a challenges for churches of every denomination in cities around the 
world. Particularly in western countries like Canada and the United States, Christian communities 
worshipping in churches in cities find that there has grown an estrangement between them and the 
local community. This is due to a number of factors: church members don’t live locally, the population 
in the local community has changed and continues to change, and very few of the local workers and 
residents are church goers or even Christians. 



Several years ago, 
churches in cities 
began to ask the 
question: Do we have a 
role to play in our own 
local community? Do 
we believe that the 
Gospel of Jesus is as 
relevant for the people 
that live and work 
around us as we 
believe it is for us? And 
does not our very 
existence in this place 
and now challenge us 
to enlarge our own 
vision of what God is 
calling us to be and do? 



THE MISSION OF ST. MARTIN’S IN THE FIELDS 

▪ “St Martin-in-the-Fields exists to honour God by being an open and inclusive church that enables 
people to question and discover for themselves the significance of Jesus Christ… Taking our 
inspiration  from our patron saint Martin, we seek to be a place of welcome and hospitality for all.” 

▪ St Martin-in-the-Fields is a landmark church in the heart of London. It is a hospitable, vibrant and 
forward thinking community with worship at its heart. Located on the northeast corner of Trafalgar 
Square, St Martin-in-the-Fields is steeped in beautiful Georgian architecture which has been imitated 
across the world.” 

▪ With over twenty services a week, St Martin’s is a place of prayer and worship for Londoners and 
visitors alike. We are listed as a ‘welcoming and open’ congregation by Changing Attitude, meaning 
we are open and fully accepting to all, regardless of gender, sexuality, ethnicity or background. 

▪ A strong musical tradition flourishes at St Martin-in-the-Fields. An outstanding church music 
programme is provided by the Choir and Choral Scholars of St Martin-in-the-Fields, some of London’s 
finest voices and regular performers on the BBC and in concert.  Our concerts series includes over 
350 free and ticketed performances every year and features some of the UK’s finest chamber 
orchestras, choirs and musicians. 

 



▪ In our Crypt you will find the award winning, Café in the Crypt and the Shop at St Martin’s, 
selling a wide variety of gifts, souvenirs, CDs and books. You can even make your own work 
of art with our brass rubbing materials, available from the shop. Over 750,000 people visit 
St Martin’s to participate in a service, enjoy a concert, an event or our hospitality. 

▪ All profits from St Martin-in-the-Fields Ltd support the work of the church. 

▪ St Martin’s cares deeply about building a more just and sustainable world. Our pioneering 
work with homeless people started in the early twentieth century and continues today 
through the Connection. The Vicar’s Relief Fund, also gives out thousands of small grants 
averaging £170 to people in desperate financial need. Both are supported by the annual 
BBC Radio 4 St Martin’s Christmas Appeal, which has been running for over 85 years. 

▪ Through our education work we bring together inspiring speakers to help people explore 
the Christian faith and the big issues of our times. 

▪ Whether you are joining us for worship, enjoying a delicious apple crumble in the Cafe in 
the Crypt, or relaxing to classical music in a candlelit church, St Martin’s offers everyone a 
warm welcome in the heart of London. 

 



▪ That’s all well and good you might say, but how can you compare us to St Martins which is a world-
renowned church community. My answer is: They are now. But it is the story of how they got there, which 
is the important thing? St Martin’s before the First World War was an upper-class church community that 
boasted more than a few of the highest noble families in England. George I was one of the wardens of St 
Martin’s in the early 18th century.  

▪ But later on came an impetuous remarkable man. HLR Shepherd, who had only recently been ordained. 
At his induction service in November 1914 there were eleven people at Evensong. Which was the usual 
number. Quite a crowd to meet and welcome the new vicar! Despite having a very serious and 
debilitating problem with asthma he had signed up in July to go and work as a chaplain at a field hospital 
in France. 

▪ Rowan Williams in a sermon at St Martin’s quoted R. Ellis Roberts one of Dick Shepherd’s early colleagues 
to retell the amazing vision this young priest had regarding the future of his new charge. 

▪  ‘And so I end simply by quoting what he said on that foggy November day in 1914 when he 
 explained, as his biographer [R. Ellis Roberts] says, 'into what manner of church he had seen St 
 Martin's transfigured' when he was away in the mud in Flanders in those weeks when he served 
 (traumatically) as a chaplain in the trenches. This is what he said:’ 

 



THE VISION OF H.L.R. (DICK) SHEPPARD REMEMBERED 

▪ “I stood on the west steps and saw what this church would be to the 
life of the people. They past me, into its warm inside, hundreds and 
hundreds of all sorts of people, going up to the temple of their Lord, 
with all their difficulties, trials and sorrows. I saw it full of people, 
dropping in at all hours of the day and night. It was never dark, it was 
lighted all night and all day, and often and often tired bits of humanity 
swept in. And I said to them as they passed: 'Where are you going?' 
And they said only one thing, 'This is our home. This is where we are 
going to learn of the love of Jesus Christ. This is the altar of our Lord 
where all our peace lies. This is St Martin's.' It was all reverent and full 
of love and they never pushed me behind a pillar because I was poor. 
And day by day they told me the dear Lord's Supper was there on his 
altar waiting to be given. They spoke to me two words only, one was 
the word 'home' and the other was 'love'.” 

 



▪ ‘He went on,’ 
▪ “You remember how in the Gospel for today [Jn 6.1—15], which I always love, there was not 

enough to go round, and suddenly one of the disciples went to our Lord, almost apologetically 
and said: 'There is a small boy here with five loaves and two fishes' [Jn 6.9]. So small a gift as 
that! 

▪ You remember our Lord asked just for those small pieces of bread and fishes, and you remember 
that he took them and used them, and everyone had enough. That is the way with our small 
efforts, which seem to us so small. But if we offer just the little things we have in love to the Lord, 
he will use them, he will say, 'Make the crowd sit down'” 

▪ Dick Shepherd first began to visit the slums and work houses that were all around St Martin’s in 
those days. Within a year he had renewed the ministry of a local chapel that was in the centre of the 
poorest area. From almost no parishioners the community outgrew the chapel. Poor transient 
persons sought shelter in the church because they felt safe. Rather than ushering them out he led 
them to a pew in the back of the church and told them to rest. 

▪ Thousands of soldiers on leave would come back to England through Charing Cross Railway Station 
next door. They often disembarked from trains in the early hours of two or three o’clock in the 
morning and had no place to go. So they hung around Trafalgar square hungry tired and of course 
some got into trouble. Before long the aptly named St Martin’s became their home. 

 



▪ Rowan Williams finished his sermon this way: 

▪  “Great gifts have been expended on the restoration of this 
 church: gifts in material form, gifts in the shape of the energy 
 and the vision of those who have steered the appeal; gifts in the 
 shape of a pastoral leadership second to none. And still all those 
 gifts are only a tiny drop in the ocean of what God is able to 
 give when these things are offered to him freely so that Jesus 
 may be seen: seen as the grain falls into the earth, as lives are 
 broken open, as the contagion of new life, hope and love 
 spreads. God grant that Dick Sheppard's vision will be the 
 vision that sustains, enlarges and inspires the people of this 
 place for years to come. God grant that Jesus will be seen here, 
 hour by hour. Amen 

 



CATHEDRAL CHURCH OF THE HOLY TRINITY 
▪ The second example, which I know more intimately, is the Cathedral of the Holy Trinity in Quebec City. 

My real knowledge of the life of the community of the cathedral in Quebec began when I became 
Missioner of the Diocese in 2006. I had visited Quebec City in 1991-1992 when I served as Chair of the 
Select Committee on Confederation after my election to Queen’s Park. I attended church three times 
in that period. The average attendance each time was about 25 people in a church building that could 
accommodate many hundreds.  

▪ The Cathedral Close is surrounded by a wall that separates the ‘Anglican space’ from the rest of the 
old walled City of Quebec. There are three buildings inside the wall: The Cathedral, Bishopthorpe, the 
residence of the bishop and the Parish Hall. The Cathedral was built in 1804 at the command of 
George lll who paid the Royal Engineers to erect the building on the grounds formerly owned by the 
Recollet Fathers who left Quebec after it became a British colony in 1760. The cathedral church was 
built on the plan of St-Martin-in-the-Fields. The only observable differences in the architecture are on 
the exterior. There is no portico as in London. The construction used local stone with a parged finish. 
And the roof had to be changed some years later as the pitch of the roof was not made for the heavy 
snow-falls of the Canadian winter. 

 



▪ Bishopthorpe was built to serve as the bishop’s residence in 1841. All Saints Chapel which is attached to 
the house was built in 1846. The project was funded by the Evangelical wing of local Anglicans who 
sought to restrain the life of the sitting Bishop of the day, George Jehosiphat Mountain. He chose never 
to live in the house. In 1900. Another house on D’auteuille Street was chosen as the residence for the 
Bishop and Bishopthorpe became the Deanery until 1977 when it returned to its former vocation as 
home for the Bishop and family.. 

▪ The Church Hall building was built in 1890 and housed the parish hall as well as offices for the clergy 
and living accommodation for lay staff 

▪ In the intervening years from 1992 to 2006, the cathedral community had grown to about one hundred 
on Sunday. For the Diocese of Quebec it was an active church community. But what struck one most 
forcefully was that there was the church community and there was the rest of the city. 

▪ With the change in bishop in 2009 several new projects were begun. The first was a massive restoration 
of Bishopthorpe, a building that had had no major work done to it in fifty years other than a new roof in 
1984.It was decided that, if so much money was going to be spent on restoring the house, a new 
vocation had to be chosen. For years, it was the Bishop or Dean’s residence and essentially served as a 
private home. The new plan was to see the implementation of the ministry of radical hospitality.  



▪ The residence was made accessible through the installation of an elevator so that any disabled 
person could enter. The first floor was to serve the bishop’s family but would also become the 
venue for diocesan and local community activities. Meetings, receiving special guests, prayer 
groups, visiting clerics and missionaries giving talks, book launches, receptions and a host of ad 
hoc gatherings were held in the house. The second floor, except for one guest room became 
private family space. The third floor was turned into a locale for persons to come if they were 
taking tests at the hospital or cancer treatments or accompanying ill people. Four bedrooms were 
set aside for such needs. Also, a new shower/washroom, a small kitchenette and a common area 
were designed to provide further support. Over the years from 2010 to 2017 several thousand 
persons have visited Bishopthorpe. 

▪ In 2011 a very strange request was put to the bishop. Would it be possible to house a donkey and 
a goat in the bishop`s garden? The request was made by a parishioner of the Cathedral 
community who had lost the opportunity to have her donkey housed on ile d’Orleans a few 
kilometers from Quebec. Although rather leery of what such a decision might portend, the bishop 
cautiously agreed. What followed was a most remarkable transformation in the life of the 
Cathedral Close, and I would say in the life of Old Quebec. 

 



▪ For decades, the land within the walls of the close was used as a walkway and a 
parking lot. Thousands of people would walk through but never stop. The vast 
majority of them oblivious to the fact that they were passing a church or walking on 
land claimed by a particular community. What happened on Sunday happened in 
the church building or the parish hall and that seemed a separate closed reality to 
the rest of the city beyond the close. 

▪ With the advent of our new tenant, people heard the sound of a donkey braying. 
And when they got closer, they saw two ears sticking up above the garden wall. 
Curiosity brought them to the wall and to visit with Aldo the donkey and Allie the 
goat. Where for years, people walked through the close; now they came to the wall 
and spoke to the animals and to each other. Civil servants, restaurant workers, 
hospital employees, tourists, street people, local residents and members of the 
Anglican parish began to encounter each other and converse. 

▪ Because there was now a donkey, a goat, two dogs and two cats at Bishopthorpe, 
vulnerable persons, persons with mental illness or with developmental disabilities 
began to come to Bishopthorpe for Zoo Therapy. 

 



▪ In 2012 the Diocese of Quebec mandated the work of the ‘Green Ministries Project.’ This project was to 
begin the process of taking leadership to change the orientation of the Anglican community of the 
Cathedral Close toward a stronger commitment to and engagement with the environment. A Green audit 
was done on the buildings and the park within the close. Decisions were made to make the property more 
accessible and more green friendly. Picnic tables were brought into the close. Bike racks were set up at the 
entrances many more park benches were added to provide a place for people to rest and engage each 
other. The local citizen’s group was contacted and the offer was made to erect six raised beds for market 
gardening. The flower beds would also be tended by the gardeners. The gardeners are almost all from the 
Old City and they are non Anglican and Non church attenders. 

▪ Because of the challenges of keeping the Cathedral building open and in good condition the decision was 
made in 2012-2013 to change how the Cathedral close was managed. Up to that time four distinct church 
bodies had responsibility for different parts of the property and life of the cathedral and the close. Lord 
Bishop Corporation Sole, controlled the cathedral building and the property around the church. The 
Church Society of the Diocese of Quebec owned Bishopthorpe and the chapel. The Dean was given the 
responsibility for the Church Hall by the bishop in the early years after its erection and the Synod of the 
Diocese funded the various ministries that went on in the various parts. Finally we came to a decision 
which should have been clear years before: that four groups meeting separately and making their own 
independent decisions about the various parts of the property seemed a rather convoluted approach to 
mission.  

 



▪ So, in 2013 a Steering committee with representation from those four bodies as well as a representative 
from the parish congregation, was appointed to begin the task of managing in a new coordinated and 
collegial way, the life in the Cathedral Close. This new approach has seen several projects come to 
realization. The Committee initiated a study of the activities of the various groups in the cathedral Close. 
That study recommended the hiring of a project manager and the creation of a business plan that would 
allow more ministry and better use of the facilities to occur. This resulted in an increase in tourist traffic 
from a hundred thousand in 2013 to two hundred and twenty-five thousand this year.  It has also brought 
about a Concert series that yearly draws larger attendance. There are also special events that invite other 
citizens to be part of the Life in the close, and has helped to heighten the interest of the population of the 
City of Quebec in the activities of the Cathedral Close. 

▪ Although the size of the congregation has not changed greatly, the life of the church community has begun 
to be revived. And where no one knew about the ‘Anglican Church Community’ just a few years ago, they 
are now acknowledged and included in special events and activities and have won awards for some of the 
new projects that have been initiated. And of course, it is important to say; this is just the beginning. The 
Cathedral parish community is very aware that much more needs to be done but they are finding 
themselves increasingly excited about the journey. 

 



A FINAL NOTE 

▪ Please note the six ministries that have been picked up by both St Martin’s and the 
Cathedral of the Holy Trinity. 

▪ -a realization that those who live nearby need to receive a loving response. 

▪ -a constant focus on hospitality and searching for ways to include the “other.” 

▪ -a priority to intentionally do things in the Church and surrounding property which 
acknowledges the need to care for Creation. 

▪ -making all buildings accessible to the public. 

▪ -a commitment to the arts 

▪ -a commitment to a broad approach in education spanning everything from 
Christian education to the broad social/economic/political issues of the day 

 



QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION #2 

▪ 1. In responding to the voices nearby, how can St John’s intentionally seek to hear them? 

▪ 2. In the example of St Martin’s in the Field, what excites you about the ministries 
mentioned? 

▪ 3. What would you like to do to respond to those voices? 

▪ 4. Regarding the example of Holy Trinity, where concern for creation has become a central 
focus, is that something that excites this community? 

 

 



ADDRESS THREE 
VOICES FROM THE HEART 



OPENING PRAYER PART THREE 

▪ Lord Jesus, do I have a hard heart? I sometimes think so.  I can hear 
you call me, but I am all too often ready to maintain my busyness and 
do the things I choose. Help me to find the sacred space in my heart 
where your voice is clearest. Also, help me to create a sacred space 
for others who may never have heard your voice but are searching for 
you. Guide me in reaching out to others so I can share the love we 
have, and so draw others to know you, so they too can share the 
fullness of that love. AMEN 



 
 
 

PART THREE 
VOICES CALLING FROM THE HEART: JOURNEY OF THE HEART: THE 

SEARCH FOR THE HOLY. 
 

▪ Cardinal john Henry Newman had as the motto on his ecclesiastical crest the words, 
“Cor ad cor loquitur.” Which is Latin for, Heart to heart speaks.” 

▪ The heart is the means by which God speaks to us and we speak with God and each 
other. God calls to our hearts and our hearts respond.  And the most important 
vehicle for heart communication is through the Eucharist. As members of the 
church, baptised Christians, we gather to be in community; to worship through 
prayer, hearing the scriptures and the teaching of the apostles and ask for God’s 
guidance and blessing as we seek to follow our Lord Jesus. 

▪ Now so far, we have spoken about hearing the voices of those who live on the edge 
or the margins of society and acknowledged the call of Jesus to be in relationship 
with those who are poor, homeless and ignored. And we have added to that 
discussion the importance of recognizing the milieu in which we “live and move and 
have our being.”  And that the place where we are situated, that is, at the corner of 
Elgin and Somerset, brings us into a particular context and community. That also 
opens us up to the possibility of hearing the voices from nearby. 

 



▪ Now we continue with this journey of self discovery but move into a different understanding and 
relationship. It is a relationship which is both spiritual and physical. Our journey now is centred on the 
heart. The spiritual basis for the journey is to find Jesus within. Because we are a church community, 
that is, we are founded on the fact of Jesus Christ’s life, death and resurrection, we cannot avoid the fact 
that the primary reason for our existence is to provide an active and responsive community to gather 
together and share the experience of the risen Lord. 

▪ An extension of this spiritual part of the journey is found in where we gather. It is true that a Christian 
can find God anywhere and everywhere. And yet, since time beyond memory, humans have set aside a 
sacred space where they feel they can access the presence of God. This sacred space for many centuries 
has been the church building. Although a very physical reality every church building, throughout the 
ages, has left its own distinctive spiritual signature within that local community.  

▪ So the purpose of sacred space is to offer people a place to come and meet God. It is the locus that is 
purposely set aside for God -human interaction. As such it has a central role in our identification as 
God’s people and it becomes the centre point from which we as followers of Jesus strike outward into 
the world to undertake God’s mission and thus help bring in the Reign of God. 



▪ But the act of bringing in the reign of God presupposes many things. It presupposes that we 
know Jesus, that we gather regularly to worship,  and that our lives our lives will be focused 
on: teaching, preaching and healing as our Lord exhorted us to engage in before the 
Ascension. And as we continue our lives of faith we will necessarily draw others into a 
relationship with Our Lord.  

▪ But again I am struck by the fact that we have a very tangible real presence in the community 
through this church building. Do you remember the words spoken by Dick Sheppard in his 
vision of St Martin’s.? That vision anchored the mission of the church on the presence of Our 
Lord in the Eucharist. Dick Sheppard believed that the great treasure that people were striving 
to reach was Holy Communion- the receiving of the body and blood of our Lord. Let me repeat 
his words. He said, “This is the altar of our Lord where all our peace lies. This is St Martin's.' It 
was all reverent and full of love and they never pushed me behind a pillar because I was poor. 
And day by day they told me the dear Lord's Supper was there on his altar waiting to be given. 
They spoke to me two words only, one was the word 'home' and the other was 'love'. 

▪ It is my firmest belief that what Dick Sheppard saw for St Martin’s is a vision that needs to be 
seen and experienced by all.  

 



▪ Hope and Love 

▪ I challenge anyone to offer a godly response to the needs of our age which can possibly supersede 
the simple prescription put forward by Dick Sheppard. We don’t have to ask for a public opinion poll 
to ascertain or affirm that there is a perceived lack of those two values in the world today. Where is 
there Hope and Love which is manifest and accessible to all who seek it? As the book of Proverbs 
tells us in the King James Version; “Where there is no vision the people perish.” 

▪ If ever there was a time to throw open the doors of our churches it is now. There is of course a 
paradox in all of this. Although we have sacred space; our task is to be out there where God’s people 
are. There with all the questions, confusions, misunderstandings, and fear. We must not be 
sequestered behind the walls of the church but out there on the front line.  

▪ But the role of the church building is Like Jacob’s ladder. Jacob in his vision, “dreamed that there was 
a ladder set up on the earth, the top of it reaching to heaven; and the angels of God were ascending 
and descending on it.” And after the vision Jacob realized that he had slept in sacred space and he 
said, “‘Surely the Lord is in this place—and I did not know it!’ And he was afraid, and said, ‘How 
awesome is this place! This is none other than the house of God, and this is the gate of heaven.’ 

 



▪ I encourage you to be like Jacob, and Dick Sheppard, throw open to all who seek the treasure that is here 
in St john’s to be found; at the altar and in the font, in the corners where meditation and prayer take 
place, in the kitchen where meals are prepared by loving hands and in the hall teeming with people 
searching for the warmth of friends and protection from the elements. And make hospitality the core of 
your communal life, Let the words Hope and Love also be your guide to a renewed vision of what your 
church building might become.  

▪ And be not afraid of the task ahead. This building was set here to do God’s work. All buildings are built at 
a specific time and are designed to the specifications set by the people who built them. Any building 
reveals the vision shared by those who initiated the project and the activities that happen within the 
building reveal the age in which it is built.  

▪ One of the fundamental characteristics of sacred space is that it seems timeless. This does not mean that 
looking at a building one can’t tell when it was built. Rather timelessness means that the experience of 
being in that place is such, that one’s sense of time is irrelevant because the spiritual journey itself 
transcends both time and space. 

 



▪ But remember in all, to exalt the aspect of beauty. The Greek philosophers spoke about the link 
between truth and beauty. It is exemplified by the words of the poet John Keats who said, “'Beauty is 
truth, truth beauty,' - that is all ye know on earth, and all ye need to know.” When we enter sacred 
space, it should move us from an experience of the senses to an experience of heightened receptivity to 
existence and the possibilities that might flow from our encounter with God and our most inner being.  

▪ John O’Donohue in “Beauty: The Invisible Embrace”.  

▪ “Beauty does not linger, it only visits. Yet beauty’s visitation affects us and invites us into its rhythm, it 
calls us to feel, think and act beautifully in the world: to create and live a life that awakens the Beautiful. 
A life without delight is only half a life. Lest this be construed as a plea for decadence or a self-
indulgence that is blind to the horrors of the world, we should remember that beauty does not restrict 
its visitations only to those whom fortune or circumstances favour. Indeed, it is often the whispers and 
glimpses of beauty which enable people to endure on desperate frontiers. Even, and perhaps especially, 
in the bleakest times, we can still discover and awaken beauty; these are precisely the time we need it 
most.” 

▪ Sacred space is not static but rather it leads us into a journey. The end point is not the experience of 
being in the space itself but rather the space itself becomes the vehicle that helps to move us on to the 
encounter with God. 

 

 



▪ Rowan Williams says, 

▪  “For Christians to share in the Eucharist, the Holy Communion, means to live as people who know that 
they are always guests-that they have been welcomed and that they are wanted. It is, perhaps, the most 
simple thing that we can say about Holy communion, yet it is still supremely worth saying. In Holy 
Communion, Jesus Christ tells us that he wants our company.” 

▪ “Jesus created fellowship wherever he was…Jesus sought out company, and the effect of his presence was to 
create a celebration, to bind people together…But Jesus is not only someone who exercises hospitality: he 
draws out hospitality from others. By his welcome, he makes other people capable of welcoming. And that 
wonderful alternation in the Gospels between Jesus giving hospitality and receiving hospitality shows us 
something essential about the Eucharist. We are the guests of Jesus. We are there because he asks us, and 
because he wants our company. At the same time, we are set free to invite Jesus into our lives and literally 
to receive him into our bodies in the Eucharist. His welcome gives us courage to open-up to him. And so, the 
flow of giving and receiving, of welcome and acceptance, moves backwards and forwards without a break. 
We are welcomed and we welcome; we welcome God and we welcome our unexpected neighbours. That 
surely is one of the wonderful and unique things about the Holy Eucharist.” 

 



▪ Rowan Williams says, 

▪  “For Christians to share in the Eucharist, the Holy Communion, means to live as people who know 
that they are always guests-that they have been welcomed and that they are wanted. It is, perhaps, the 
most simple thing that we can say about Holy communion, yet it is still supremely worth saying. In Holy 
Communion, Jesus Christ tells us that he wants our company.” 

▪ “Jesus created fellowship wherever he was…Jesus sought out company, and the effect of his presence 
was to create a celebration, to bind people together…But Jesus is not only someone who exercises 
hospitality: he draws out hospitality from others. By his welcome, he makes other people capable of 
welcoming. And that wonderful alternation in the Gospels between Jesus giving hospitality and receiving 
hospitality shows us something essential about the Eucharist. We are the guests of Jesus. We are there 
because he asks us, and because he wants our company. At the same time, we are set free to invite Jesus 
into our lives and literally to receive him into our bodies in the Eucharist. His welcome gives us courage 
to open-up to him. And so, the flow of giving and receiving, of welcome and acceptance, moves 
backwards and forwards without a break. We are welcomed and we welcome; we welcome God and we 
welcome our unexpected neighbours. That surely is one of the wonderful and unique things about the 
Holy Eucharist.” 

 



▪ The beginning of our transformation is in ourselves. As we look to being the vehicles of God’s grace and 
putting the “other” before ourselves, we experience what the Desert Fathers called, “dying to ourselves.” 

▪ When we die to ourselves and put others first we actually do two things: we help our neighbour to be the 
best they can be by helping them as we can and must in establishing a good relationship with others and at 
the same time a relationship with God. And we, by acknowledging our own sinfulness and how often we 
fail or get things wrong makes our communication easier and clearer with our neighbour and with God as 
well. 

▪ Everything begins in understanding that we are all interconnected in a profound relationship of love and 
caring: God with us, God with our neighbour. We with God and our neighbour, and our neighbour with God 
and with us. But as humans our primary focus needs to be outside of ourselves. If we maintain the focus 
on ourselves we will most certainly falter in our search for God and in the mission God would gift to us.  

▪ However, if we become part of the Spirit’s transforming energy and accept the guidance and inspiration 
that is there to be received, we will find an abundant and powerful dynamic that will not only change our 
lives, and transform our sacred space, but we will find a host of people who like us are seeking Hope and 
Love. 

 



QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION #3 
1. No church community can be everything to everybody. Whose needs and 

interests are being served in the present community? Are there any gaps? Where 
are they? 

2. Does it make sense to have sacred space that considers the needs of others as a 
primary purpose? 

3. Is St John’s church building: Beautiful? Inviting? Comfortable? Inspiring? 

4. If you could dream the dream of your perfect St John’s community what would 
that community look like? Be specific and don’t worry if your dream is different 
from others. We all have an absolute right to our dreams! 

5. If you could dream the dream of your perfect St John’s church building, what 
would that look like? Be specific and don’t worry if your dream is different from 
others. 



WHATEVER HAPPENS IN THE LONG RUN-AND I WOULDN’T WANT TO PREDICT-I THINK THERE ARE 
THINGS WE CAN DO AT LEAST TO ADDRESS THAT SENSE OF NOT BEING LISTENED TO. 

ROWAN WILLIAMS 
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